Experience the eclipse safely

- Inspect your glasses before the eclipse. Discard them if they are scratched or otherwise damaged.

- Put on your eclipse glasses before looking at the sun. After looking at the sun, turn away and remove them—don’t remove them while looking at the sun.

- Unless during totality, never look directly at the sun without eclipse glasses. Viewing with the naked eye, sunglasses or other unauthorized products can cause permanent eye damage.

- If viewing the eclipse from the path of totality, only remove your eclipse glasses when the sky turns dark as the moon passes in front of the sun, and put them back on as sunlight reappears.

- Do not look at the sun through a camera, a telescope, binoculars or any other device while using your eclipse glasses. The concentrated solar rays will damage the glasses and enter your eyes, causing serious injury.

- If you wear eyeglasses, put your eclipse glasses on over them to view the eclipse.

- Supervise children who are using eclipse glasses.

Please recycle your eclipse glasses at one of our designated bins, located around Tinkham Veale University Center.

For more information, visit case.edu/events/eclipse
#CWRUEclipse